OPL Technology Menu
Electrolux is a global leader in developing
sustainable “green” products designed to
increase productivity while lowering water and
energy consumption. With more than a century
of experience behind every machine, Electrolux
Professional washers, dryers, and ironers
offer unique benefits, are simple to operate,
and effective at lowering costs. For the 6th
consecutive year, Electrolux was named sector
leader by the Dow Jones Sustainability Index.
Automatic Savings
Lower water consumption by 50% or more
Automatic
with every load. With each wash cycle, AS
Savings
determines the weight of the load and adds
precisely the right amount of water resulting in reduced
water consumption and energy costs. Works with Smart
Dosing to ensure the correct amount of detergent is added, saving chemicals.
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Compass Pro
Innovative, flexible, and simple to use.
One knob does it all: program selection,
diagnostics, and custom programming.

55 standard programs, 15 custom
20+ languages available
USB on front of machine, easy to customize programs
Real time clock for delayed start - Smart Start

High Spin 450 G-force Extraction
Faster drying time and lower gas consumption
with Electrolux High Spin washers– now at
High Spin
450G. Soft-mount for easy installation on
upper floors and over basements.
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Smart Dosing
Working with Automatic Savings (AS), Smart
Dosing automatically adjusts the ratio of
Smart Dosing
laundry chemicals to water resulting in lower 		
costs, longer linen life and a superior wash.
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SuperBalance / Power Balance
Extend the lifetime of your washer. Automatically calculates the unbalanced load in the
Power Balance
drum, then adjusts distribution and extraction
speeds. Lower maintenance costs, less vibration, maximum water extraction, and lower energy costs.
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Clarus Control
Fully programmable, menu-driven microprocessor control combines timing, optimal
Clarus Control
water levels, and temperature programming.
11 standard wash programs and up to 192 custom
programs. Smart Card interface allows off-site
programming by chemical company professionals.
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Certus Management Info System
CMIS software records in real-time, all the
data you need to maximize production,
Certus MIS
minimize costs, and document every
processed load with an audit trail. Invaluable for
validating the laundry process in healthcare applications.
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Integrated Weighing System
Perfect for high-volume laundries, IWS
improves productivity by accurately
Integrated Weighing
measuring the amount of laundry you are
processing. Combine this with Certus Management
Information System for optimum processing efficiency.
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Auto Stop

Auto Stop
Prevents overdrying and wrinkles by detecting when the load is dry. It then turns the
burner off and goes to cool-down, resulting
in longer linen life and energy savings.

Residual Moisture Control
Prevents damage to linens caused by
overdrying and reduces lint and wrinkles
Residual Moisture
by automatically stopping the dryer when
the exact pre-set moisture level is reached. The precise
amount of residual moisture in the fabric after drying is
important for proper finishing. You’ll benefit from longer
linen life and significant labor and energy savings.
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Reversing Dryer Cylinders
Electrolux reversing dryer cylinders use
Reversing Cylinder 1-phase power. Reversing dryer cylinders
improve dryer efficiency and minimize
tangling and wrinkling. Sheets and towels dry faster,
saving you energy and time.
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For Electrolux Professional Laundry Solutions
in North America, please contact:

Laundrylux®
Distributors of Electrolux Professional Laundry Equipment

461 Doughty Boulevard • Inwood, NY 11096-1384
(800) 645-2204 • laundrylux.com
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